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Abstract. Visualization plays an important role in helping neuroscientist under-
standing human brain data. Most publicly available software focuses on visual-
izing a specific brain imaging modality. Here we present an extensible visualiza-
tion platform, BECA, which employ a plugin architecture to facilitate rapid de-
velopment and deployment of visualization for human brain data. This paper will 
introduce the architecture and discuss some important design decisions in imple-
menting the BECA platform and its visualization plugins. 
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1 Introduction 
The advancement of medical imaging technologies produces a large amount of neu-
roimaging data which is capable of showing different brain properties. In addition, a 
number of measurements are calculated along with the raw data. To give neuroscientist 
an intuitive understanding of the raw data and their measurements, visualization plays 
a vital role. There arises the need to design and build a visualization software tool to 
visualize all kinds of raw data and measurements in the context of their spatial struc-
tures. 
In collaboration with neuroscientist, four types of brain imaging and genomics data 
are integratively employed and visualized in the software: diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI) fiber tracts, structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) data, functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) data, and genomic data.  
A few visualization software tools have been released for visualizing neuroimaging 
data. But they often focus on visualizing few types of brain data. For example, MRIcron 
[1] is developed to show 2D slice of sMRI or fMRI data. TrackVis [2] can be used to
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visualize DTI fiber tracts and sMRI data. FSLview [3] is capable of visualizing sMRI 
and fMRI data. To facilitate an interactive exploration of multimodal brain image data, 
it is of high value to build a framework that can visualize more imaging modalities. 
To address this issue, we present BECA, an extensible visualization platform that 
accepts plugins for visualizing different types of human brain data. Those types are 
managed by different plugins which share the same platform. 
2 Design and Implementation 
The challenge of designing BECA comes from two aspects: firstly, different dataset 
requires different visualization methods. Even for just one dataset, domain expert may 
want to use different visualization techniques in different occasions. For example, for 
the a sMRI dataset, we can use either volume rendering to visualize MRI dataset for 
voxel-based analysis or isosurface rendering for surface analysis. On the other hand, 
from the view of software engineering, in the process of iterative software development, 
we need to deliver the software periodically in order to retrieve feedbacks from domain 
experts. Therefore, we introduce a plugin architecture which greatly facilitates the de-
velopment and deployment of BECA. 
2.1 Architecture 
 
Fig. 1. Software architecture of BECA. 
An overview of the software architecture is shown in Figure 1. The Qt library [4] is 
used to build the user interface, and VTK [5] is used for 3D visualization. The plugin 
architecture is based on the classic Model-View-Controller (MVC) [6] design pattern. 
The Model component holds the data from the application domain, such as sMRI data 
as 3D image or fMRI data as 4D image, which are rarely changed in the development 
of the BECA. In contrast, the View and Controller components are much more unstable 
because they are responsible for representing the visualizations and responding to user 
interactions which vary from one visualization to another. Furthermore, in the iterative 
software development model, the visualization and interaction are very likely to be 
changed based on the feedbacks from neuroscientists. Therefore, we designed the 
plugin architecture to decouple the unstable View and Controller from the stable Model 
component. Different visualization plugins have different View and Controller compo-
nent, but they share the same Model component. With the plugin architecture, each 
visualization plugin can be added or modified easily without changing the underlying 
infrastructure or other plugins. We also implemented a message bus for message pass-
ing between different visualization plugins, so that plugins can communicate with each 
other for implementing functions such as synchronizing the views in different visuali-
zations. We have released the message bus as an open-source project hosted on Github 
(https://github.com/lheric/libgitlevtbus). 
2.2 DTI Tractography Visualization 
The pipeline for visualizing DTI tracts is shown in Figure 2. Tracts are accessed via the 
plugin interface. We write a fiberColorFilter to color each fiber tract by its own property 
such as direction, length, or distance between endpoints.  
Suppose a tract consist of  N + 1 points P0 (x0,y0,z0), P0 (x0,y0,z0), …, Pn (xn,yn,zn). 
The direction is encoded as a RGB color by following formula:  
𝑅𝑅 = |𝑥𝑥0 − 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛|/𝑑𝑑(𝑃𝑃0,𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛) 
𝐺𝐺 = |𝑦𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑦𝑛𝑛|/𝑑𝑑(𝑃𝑃0,𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛) 
𝐵𝐵 = |𝑧𝑧0 − 𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛|/𝑑𝑑(𝑃𝑃0,𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛) 
where function 𝑑𝑑(𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞) computes the Euclidean distance between 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑞𝑞. The length 
or distance of a tract is a scalar value which can be mapped into color via a lookup 
table. An example result is shown in Figure 3. 
 
  
Fig. 2. VTK pipeline for visualizing DTI tractography 
 
   
Fig. 3. Map direction (left), length (middle), and distance (right) as tract color. 
2.3 sMRI Visualization 
For sMRI visualization, the pipeline is shown in Figure 4. The visualization plugin 
takes sMRI data as a 3D image. Then each region of interest (ROI) is extracted with 
vtkDiscreteMarchingCubes class in the VTK library. Each ROI get its own vtkActor so 
that they can have different colors or textures, as shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
Fig. 4. VTK pipeline for visualizing sMRI 
 
Fig. 5. Result of sMRI visualization. 
2.4 fMRI Visualization 
We use the texture mapping approach to visualize fMRI data on their corresponding 
ROI surfaces. We need to first encode this time-series data on a 2D texture image. We 
propose an offset contour method to generate patterns of contours based on the bound-
ary of each projected ROI. The offset contours are generated by offsetting the boundary 
curve toward the interior of the region, creating multiple offset boundary curves. The 
technical detail is depicted in [7]. 
The implementation of the fMRI visualization pipeline is very similar to that in sMRI 
visualization, except that vtkTexture class to map the generated texture onto the surface 
of each ROI. Figure 6 shows an example output of fMRI visualization. 
 
 
Fig. 6. An example of fMRI data visualization 
2.5 GPU Accelerated Genome Browser 
In BECA, we also implemented a browser for neuroimaging genomic data that imple-
mented analysis of variance (ANOVA statistical test) and genome-wide association 
studies (GWAS). Different from previous visualization, the genome browser is compu-
tational intensive, which require GPU acceleration for real-time interaction. We used 
the server-client model in the genome browser, as shown in Figure 7. The server is 
responsible for computation using CUDA [8] with NVIDIA GPUs, while the client is 
for display. The client and server communicate through a TCP/IP socket. There are 
mainly two benefits by employing the server-client model to decouple visualization 
from computation: firstly, the client can run on a terminal without a NVIDIA graphics 
card, which lower the hardware requirement to run the genome browser; secondary, 
different clients can share the same server, which further reduce the cost on deployment.  
Figure 8 shows the primary components of the user interface. In the lower left hand 
corner, a 3-dimensional model of a reference brain is displayed, color-mapped with the 
p-value of the association between each voxel and the current SNP or gene. At the top 
of the user interface is the SNP or gene explorer. This region displays the −log10(p-
value) of the association between each SNP or gene and the current voxel. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Client-server model for GPU accelerated genome browser 
 
 
Fig. 8. User interface for the neuroimaging genome browser, which consist of SNP explorer (top), 
brain explorer (bottom left), and heat map (bottom right). 
3 Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented the design of our visualization platform, BECA, for inte-
grated visualization of human brain data. The software is freely available at 
http://www.iu.edu/~beca/.  It provided a plugin platform for rapid implementation of 
different visualizations for all kinds of brain data. In corporation with domain experts 
of neuroscience, work is still in progress to support more data formats and visualization 
techniques. 
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